
SOLUTION BRIEF

HyperCloud™ helps enterprises navigate the complex, cloud ecosystem providing assistance in two key areas: 

Migration Assessments: HyperCloud™ helps enterprises navigate the complex, cloud ecosystem, to help 

them build an assessment that is precise and accurate. It provides key insights and automation to expedite 

the planning phase through the different stages of sizing and capacity planning to cloud and instance 

recommendations, all based on current footprint and resource utilization. Enterprises can ensure a cost-efficient, 

low-risk migration.

Application Planning: HyperCloud™ translates application resource requirements running on-premises to cloud in 

detail, to ensure enterprises estimate their cloud costs accurately. Enterprises can optimize for multiple requirements 

such as performance, compliance to forecast cloud costs and narrow down on the best fit cloud provider and 

instance option for their modelled application.

Cloud Planning with HyperCloud™ 

Benefits

Automated Insights : Cloud insights to 

empower enterprises to make the right 

choices based on existing footprint

High Confidence Migrations: Build a 

comprehensive plan to ensure a successful, 

low-risk migration

Optimized for Your App : Compare and 

contrast clouds, to always ensure the right 

and the best choice of cloud provider. 

Simple and Efficient: Options that provide 

efficient paths to the cloud with minimal 

impact on user experience 

Driven by the need to improve productivity and become agile, enterprises choose to move to the cloud. Migrating to 

the cloud without proper due diligence, or priorities in mind, make it hard for enterprises to get these projects right. 

Most migrations end up going over time and over budgets, casting a shadow on the business benefits that enterprises 

sought to achieve with the cloud. Most enterprises that have experienced failed migrations attribute these to poor or 

unrealistic planning. 

Built-in intelligence to enable you to make the right cloud choices for your organization

Pre-migration Planning
Actual migrations can be performed with the assistance of purpose-built tools, though little to no guidance 

available for planning, the most crucial leg of these types of projects. Whatever the strategy enterprises choose 

to take to migrate their existing applications - re-hosting, re-platforming or refactoring, formulating an application 

strategy for the cloud involves technology choices, cloud provider choices at the very least.

     Cloud Provider 
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     Availability Zones

     •••

     Application 

     Network Bandwidth

     Storage

     Data

     Performance

     •••

CLOUD PLANNING CHECKLIST
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Getting started 
Sign up for a free 30 day trial today from AWS Marketplace: https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/

B07FPS19KJ. 

Or visit us at www.hypergrid.com to see how HyperCloud™ can you build your cloud strategy.

Migration Assessment
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Discover your existing
VMs and Workloads

Right-size for the public 
cloud of your choice
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DISCOVER RIGHT-SIZE ESTIMATE
Model your workloads for 

a cloud deployment
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VISUALIZE
Map your resources and usage 
to your infrastructure visually 

HyperCloud’s migration assessment capability helps enterprises build an effective and actionable plan. It 

evaluates existing IT environments and aggregates resources in use to build a TCO estimate based on cloud 

preferences (cloud provider, instance choices etc). HyperCloud’s migration assessment framework includes 

automation for the following four steps.

REPORTS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

To help you identify the 
best-fit cloud

Application Planning
As enterprises look to pick the best of breed cloud providers, they can build a granular picture of their existing 

application landscape and map them to the cloud, or multiple clouds to help them choose. HyperCloud™ 

provides a detailed account of what their costs will look like in the cloud and optimize for business benefits they 

are looking for.
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